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� Create, edit and rename multiple
folders with the mouse, just by
dragging and dropping! � Name
them all at once with last name

followed by first name and then by
date (for example, Accounting -
2017-01-05). � Change all the

letters to uppercase, all the letters
to lowercase or the first letter to
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uppercase and all the letters to
lowercase. Or just copy/paste the
folder names and make them all

uppercase or lowercase. � Truncate
the folder names. � Insert the

folder names you want to prefix,
postfix, replace or remove. � Set
the file mask to "xx?xx?", "*.*",

"*.txt" or "*.doc" � Create custom
expressions (unlike most rename

applications that can only do
REGEX). The name of the file
does not matter when you are
talking about different files.

Files/folders can have as many
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names as you want, but they can
only have one directory. If you use
a folder with more than one name,

the program will delete the first
directory. If you move a file from a
folder, the program will rename the

file to the name of the folder. If
you want to rename an already

existing file, you have to quit the
program before renaming it. The
program saves the original folder

name, because it is useful to return
the folder to the original name
after the file is renamed. The
program can delete files and
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folders and remove all free space.
In versions prior to v2.1 the

program was called RENAME. If
you use the EXE of that version, all

the files will be renamed. This is
the actual file usage: Fast Folder
Rename.exe is not any virus; you
can use it to rename your files. It
does not have any bad effects on

your system. If you start it from the
command line, it will start a new
command window. Fast Folder

Rename is a freeware, try it, and
don't forget to send us a feedback!
Comments and Suggestions I'm so
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excited to have Fast Folder
Rename on my comp, cause to get

back to the old style folder
renaming you need to click on a

rename button, and I get how that
works but if you want to be able to

just rename your folder by
dragging and dropping and even

Fast Folder Rename Crack [Mac/Win]

* Change the name of folders. *
Rename files and folders. *

Change the first letter to
UPPERCASE, LOWERCASE or
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leave unchanged. * Truncate the
file path to suit DOS systems. *

Replace words. * Replace spaces
with underscores. * Search and

replace words, replacing them with
specified strings. * Filename length
warning: truncate files to the exact
filename length. * You can set the
new filename to the same name or
a different one. * You can change

the characters of each folder name.
* You can add or remove

parameters. * You can change the
position of folders. * You can set

the way of showing files. Fast
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Folder Rename Demo Screenshot
Fast Folder Rename Download

Fast Folder Rename Free
Download Fast Folder Rename
Free Download Installer Fast

Folder Rename Free Download
Fast Folder Rename Free

Download Portable Fast Folder
Rename Portable Best App news:

The Fast Folder Rename 4.2 offers
the following new functionalities: *

Introducing a new free demo
version * Introducing a new tool to

reduce the size of folders *
Introducing a new option to select a
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specific category * Introducing a
new setting to show subfolder

instead of folder * Introducing a
new setting to set the size of parent
folder * Introducing a new setting
to set the max size of file names *

Introducing a new setting to control
the auto closing of opened

windows * Introducing a new
setting to use the default app for

renaming files * Introducing a new
setting to set the date format *

Introducing a new setting to set the
notification frequency *

Introducing a new setting to set the
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rotation of the opening window *
Introducing a new setting to set the

floating window on the screen *
Introducing a new setting to show

the OK/Cancel buttons on the
opening window * Introducing a
new setting to change the size of

the window in pixels * Introducing
a new setting to set the text color *
Introducing a new setting to set the
background color * Introducing a
new setting to change the volume

of the window in percentage *
Introducing a new setting to change
the file path in a single operation *
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Introducing a new setting to show
the ‘delete’ in the corner of folders

* Introducing a new setting to
choose the default way 6a5afdab4c
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Fast Folder Rename Registration Code Download

Main features are described bellow
and you can see screenshots of
every option in the F.R.E. Tutorial.
Fast Folder Rename (FFR) is
totally freeware. It's just a Visual
Basic 6 app and can be setup to be
portable. You can install it on any
pc. It will install in Program Files
(x86) or Program Files. F.R.E. is a
multi-threading (TPL) replacement
for the well-known, but extremely
limited tool: FILTER. FILTER is a
well known DOS command and
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utility. FILTER is extremely
limited tool. FILTER has very bad
implementation. FILTER does not
allow changing of First letter to
uppercase, all letters to uppercase /
lowercase and a lot of other
features FILTER has very bad
GUI. FILTER does not have a very
easy way to setup the most used
options. FILTER does not have
built-in 64-bit support. FILTER
does not allow renaming multiple
files at once. FILTER (or its
developer) does not allow renaming
multiple directories at once.
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FILTER does not allow truncating
multiple files at once. FILTER
does not allow very easy setup of
common options. FILTER
requires.BAT file to be written by
you. FILTER does not work in a
Portable FILTER requires
installation in the local folder,
where it will be installed. (FILTER
is even distributed in this way.)
FILTER installation has long &
complex setup procedure. F.R.E. is
written in Visual Basic 6.0. F.R.E.
was tested on Windows Vista.
F.R.E. does not include Resource
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Files. F.R.E. is completely portable
and fits in the max. 32 MB. F.R.E.
Version History: 2010-02-06
1.0.2.2 2010-08-14 1.0.2.1
2010-09-25 1.0.2.0 2010-12-07
1.0.1.0 2011-04-22 1.0.0.4
2012-02-26 1.0.0.3 2012-10-20
1.0.0.2

What's New In?

Do you ever wish to rename
multiple folders at once? Fast
Folder Rename is an application
that enables you to rename multiple
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folders at once. You can do that
just by dragging and dropping from
an explorer window. Basic options
include changing of first letter to
uppercase, all letters to uppercase /
lowercase and truncation of
characters to suit DOS systems.
Additional options include allowing
you to prefix, postfix, replace and
remove strings from folders. Fast
Folder Rename utilises the Quick
File Rename engine code so
renaming folders works quick and
easy without a hitch! Is it painless
and can it do more for you? YES!
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Other features: * Change to any
folder * Uppercase / lowercase by
dragging the new folder * Truncate
the end of the name to 25
characters. - Truncate the end of
the name to 25 characters *
Change the first letter of the folder
name to uppercase or lowercase
and change all letters to uppercase /
lowercase * Change name and
remove characters on folder and
file * Change of first letter to
uppercase / lowercase and add or
remove spaces to suit Dos systems.
* Allow to add a string to the name
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of the folder * Allow to remove a
string from the folder name *
Allow to use prefix and/or postfix
to the name of the folder * Allow
to use wildcards * Allow to use
regular expressions to the folder
name * Remove folders with
common names (*.log,.bak, etc)
More features: * Show info dialog
and delete specified folders *
Convert names of folder to
lowercase / uppercase * Remove
spaces from folder and file names
* Change of case and space to
match Dos system * Notification
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for exact file or folder name
change * Small and fast
application, ideal for batch
renaming. Requirements -
Windows 95, 98, Me, 2000, NT,
2003, Vista, Windows 7, Windows
8, Windows 10 - Windows API for
file and folder manipulation Fast
Folder Rename also works on
servers where rename folder is not
available, but changing the current
folder is. For the most part the
components are copies of many of
the dll's that are included in the
main program and they are stored
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in the /fast folder. Installing Fast
Folder Rename - Unzip the Fast
Folder Rename file into a folder on
your hard drive - Copy the two.exe
files in
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System Requirements For Fast Folder Rename:

Amplifier 50 Watts Active 2 - 6
Band Companders 1200 bps input
Centron Gain 12 Volt DC Preamp
3 Band Companders 4 to 200 bps
input Tuners 400 bps input Re-
amp/Line Level
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